DIGITAL MARKETING
INSTITUTE

DIGITAL MARKETING
LEARNING AT NEXT LEVEL

CONTACT US
(+91) 9015881882, (+91) 9953373701
J3, BAL UDHYAN ROAD
UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI

ASSOCIATION BENEFITS

HOW DOES IT MATTERS TO YOU?
We are associated with CYBERTOOTH
INC. & other 50+ Partners, however its
not about giving a job with partners but
you get some extra advantage at your
learning, internships, & quality
improvements. Most associates are
professionals, manufacturers, exporters
& service providers.

KEY BENEFITS

PRACTICAL WITH THEORY
Practicals & real time work on ground
reality. Work on projects & optimize
your learning. Evaluate your own
development, make a team & share
your ideas.

INTERNSHIP

REVISE YOUR SIGHT,

OUR MISSION
We love to train, we are ready
to participate to the new
corporate system. From past
we have learnt from new
demanded processes, the world
is changing, we are making new
professionals who can become
better performing with new
processes too like working
from a remote location etc.
We are making these trainees
at next level where they can
take their own digital
marketing decisions in better
way & can perform great.
We are delivering skills those
are independent & increase
performance at next level.
The best art is we just not
focusing it, we are living this
mission.

WORLD NEEDS DIGITAL
MARKETING EXERTS,
NOT JUST A CERTIFICATE
HOLDER

We offer after-course internships if
anyone wants, else we feel there is no
requirement. Our model of learning is
already practice-based, however, a
student don't need to find internship.

JOB SUPPORT
Fairly! nobody can promise a job before
doing the course. Like the best internet
marketing institutes in the world, we
give you interview support & other
guidance that can actually help you.
Please mind! we are just creating
transparency here.

LEARNING BENEFITS

KNOW YOUR COURSE

HOW DOES IT MATTERS TO YOU?

ADVANCE DIGITAL MARKETING

We prefer to introduce our
advance digital marketing
course. DDG Advanced Certified
Digital Marketing Course is an
intensive +120 hours program
having practical and experiential
learning. Covering 100+ modules
taught by official industry
trainers only. The program
provides hands-on exposure to
40+ Industry Must-Know tools.
The advance digital marketing is
some strong level of
understanding of tools, its more
than an overview, still if you
want to go specific then
optionally we have some short
term otions too.

Digital marketing course has great
reutation but fairly it hates laziness.
Like any other industry hardworkers
are appreciated here, its not Harry
Porter's Hogwarts where magic
happens, but every second you spend
here is about hard work, workmanship
& the bright future you have earn only.
This industry has scope more than any
other industry today but for those who
deserve this glamour.

BENEFIT OF LEARNING FROM US
Detailed Course
Online & Offline Classes
Short-term courses available
realtime onfloor exposure
With & without tool - SEO
Live Projects
Management & Strategy training- Which
is more than an executive training you
know so far.

SEO - SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION
SEM - SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
SMO- SOCIAL MEDIA OPTIMIZATION
SMM- SOCIAL MEDIA MARKEITNG
EMAIL MARKETING
INTEGRATED MARKETING

LIVE PROJECT HANDLING
When you learn, it's not about some
lectures & homework, it's about realtime projects. Not just you can become
part of executions & operations, but
here we give you chance to work with
strategists to create a root level
collaboration.

ASSOCIATED WITH
CYBERTOOTH INCORORATION

A DIGITAL MARKETING COMPANY
VISIT: WWW.CYBERTOOTHINDIA.COM

